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I. SCHOCHETMAN

Abstract. Let G be a separable locally compact group contain-

ing a closed normal subgroup which is type I and regularly em-

bedded. The elements of the dual space G are known to be induced

from certain closed subgroups. In this article we first determine the

kernel of an induced representation and then give necessary and

sufficient conditions for G to be maximally almost periodic. These

results are then applied to the collection of compact extensions of

abelian groups.

Introduction. In [6, Theorem 8.4] G. W. Mackey described the

structure of the irreducible representations of a separable locally

compact group G having a closed normal subgroup N which is type I

and regularly embedded. These representations are induced from

certain closed subgroups. Our main purpose here is to give necessary

and sufficient conditions for the above group G to have sufficiently

many finite dimensional irreducible representations to separate its

points, i.e. for G to be maximally almost periodic. To accomplish this

we must first determine the kernel of an induced representation. This

is done in §2.

In §3 we give a classification of the collection of compact extensions

of abelian groups based on the previous results and study a particular

example.

1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, all groups will be sepa-

rable and locally compact (with identities denoted by e) and all

representations will be strongly continuous, unitary and of countable

dimension. We will not distinguish between a representation and its

(unitary) equivalence class. If er is a multiplier for G [ó, p. 267] then

(G, a) will denote the cr-dual of G, i.e. the equivalence classes of

irreducible ^-representations of G (see [6, p. 272]). G will be the

usual dual of G corresponding to trivial <r.
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Let G be a group, N a closed normal subgroup which is type I and

regularly embedded [6, p. 302]. We then have a mapping GXN-+N

given by (y, L)—*L", where Ll = L1/xy-i, for xEN- For each LEN we

let 8(L) he the orbit {L":yEG\. The orbits partition Ñ and give

rise to the orbit space Ñ/G. U LEN, then HL= {yEG:L« = L} is a

closed subgroup of G containing N [6, Theorem 7.5] which we call

the stability subgroup of L. Let tvl'-Hl-^Hl/N be the corresponding

canonical homomorphism. For each LEÑ, let 9TC¿ denote the set of T

in El such that the restriction T\ N is a multiple of P. If <rL is a

multiplier for HL/N, then <ri7r¿ is a multiplier for P¿ as is its inverse

(<rz.ir¿)-1. Applying Theorem 8.4 of [6] (see also [2, Proposition l])

for the case of the trivial multiplier we have

Mackey's Theorem. Let the notation be as above. There exists an

onto mapping p:G-*Ñ/G such that if Ge — p~l(8), for 8EÑ/G, then the
mapping T—>UT (induced representation of G) is a bijection between 9íl¿,

and Ge, where L is any element of the orbit 8. The mapping p is given by

p(UT)=8. Furthermore, there exists a unique (up to similarity [6, p.

269]) multiplier aL for HL/N such that L extends to a (o-lttl)-1-

representation L' of HL and the mapping M—+L'® Mitt, is a bijection

between (HL/N, aL)   and 9TC¿.

Observe that p is onto as a consequence of the discussion on pp.

27-28 of [l]. Note also that if P is the identity element of Ñ, then

HL = G and <rL is trivial so that (HL/N, aL) " = (G/N) *.

Definition 1.1. Let G be a group. If a is a multiplier for G, then

(G, o~Y has property (FDR) if every element of (G, <r)~ is finite dimen-

sional. When a is trivial we will delete it. [FDR] will denote the

collection of such groups (these are denoted by [Moore] in [9]).

If H is a closed subgroup oí G, pa quasi-invariant measure on G/H

and P a representation of H in the Hilbert space K(T), then the

Hubert space of UT is well known to be unitarily equivalent to

L2(G/H, p, JC(P)). Hence, we have

Lemma 1.2. Let G be a group, Ha closed subgroup and T a representa-

tion of H. Then UT is finite dimensional if and only if T is finite

dimensional and H is of finite index in G (and hence open).

As a direct consequence of this lemma and Mackey's Theorem we

can prove

Theorem 1.3. Let G be a group and N a closed normal subgroup

which is type I and regularly embedded. The remaining notation is as

above. Then G is in [FDR] if and only if
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(i) Nisin [FDR],

(ii) each (HL/N, aL) * has property (FDR), and

(iii) each Hi is of finite index in G, for L £ N.

2. Main result. Recall that the group G is called maximally almost

periodic (MAP) if for each y EG, y^e, there exists finite dimensional

F in G such that y^ker(V). We denote the collection of such groups

by [MAP]. The next lemma is the key to determining when G is in

[MAP].

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a group, H a closed subgroup and T a repre-

sentation of 77. Let A a and Ah be the modular functions for G and H

respectively. Define 5(z) = Ah(z)/Aq(z), for z£77. Then ô is a continuous

homomorphism of 77 into the multiplicative group of positive real num-

bers and

ker (UT) = (  H y ker (T)y-1) C\ ( D y ker (ô)y~l ).
\yeO I VdEC /

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Let F denote the subspace of

3C(UT) of continuous "functions" with compact support modulo 77.

Then F is dense in 3C(UT) [7, Lemma 3.5]. Let p be as in Lemma 1.4

of [7] (p may be assumed continuous). Suppose first that x£

ker ( UT). Then from the definition of UT [7, p. 107] we have

vlfiy) = (P(yx)/p(y))ll2f(yx) =/(y),

for all/£F and yEG. Ii yx and y belong to different 77-cosets, we

can find f in F such that f(y) ^f(yx) =0 (this follows from Lemma

3.4(d) of [7]), i.e. F separates points in G modulo 77. Thus, yxy1 is in

H for all y in G. Consequently,

f(y) = (p(yxy~1y)/p(y))ll2f(yxy-1y)

= 5(yxy->)7W/(y), / £ F, y £ G.

Since {f(y):fEF} is dense in 3C(T) [7, Lemma 3.2], we see that for

each yEG, the operator S(yxy_1) Tyxy-^ must be the identity on 3C(7").

This is true only if yxy-1 £ ker (UT)P\ ker (ô). Thus we have the for-

ward inclusion. The reverse argument gives the other inclusion.

Definition 2.2. Let LEÑ. Then L is finitely inducible if there

exists T in 'Mr, such that UT is finite dimensional, i.e. if there exists

finite dimensional F in G such that L belongs to the orbit p(V).

From Mackey's Theorem and Theorem 1.3 we have
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Lemma 2.3. L is finitely inducible if and only if
(i) P is finite dimensional,

(ii) there exists M in (HL/N, a£)   which is finite dimensional and

(iii) HL is of finite index in G.

Note that the identity element of N is always finitely inducible; how-

ever, it may be the only one. Denote the set of finitely inducible ele-

ments in N by N}. For each LENf, let

JF r, = {PG 9TCl : P is finite dimensional}

= {P' ® Mttl : M is a finite dimensional element of (HL/N, aL) * }.

Furthermore, define fj = Ul&n, 5l and P = Ores ker ( UT).

Remarks. (1) If TE$, then P is induced from an open subgroup in

which case the corresponding S (Lemma 2.1) is identically 1. Hence,

K =   fl    fi y ker (T)y~\
res ye o

so that K is a closed normal subgroup of G contained in each HL,

LENf.
(2) The set of finite dimensional elements of G is precisely

{ UT:TE3}; hence, GG [MAP] if and only if K={e}.
(3) Let LEÑf and let ME(HL/N, <tlY be as in Lemma 2.3. If

yGG, then L"EN and HLy=y~1HLy. It follows from Mackey's

Theorem that there exists a unique element in (H¡y/N, <xLy) , which

we will call M«, such that UT=US, where T = L'®M-kl and 5

= (L*)'® Mvir L«. Necessarily, M" is finite dimensional. Since HL is

of finite index in G, so is HL«. Furthermore, Lv is finite dimensional so

that LyENf, i.e. Ñ¡ is a union of orbits in Ñ.

Proposition 2.4. K = (W ker (P).

Proof. Let TE$, yEG. Then TE$l, for some LENf. For each

zEy~xHhy, define T\=Tvty-i. Then it is easy to see that T" is an

irreducible representation of HL"=y-1HLy and P"| N is a multiple of

P", i.e. TvEVKl«. Hence, T"E^l"Q^ (note that LEÑf implies

P"GP/)- It is also easy to see that ker (Tv) =y~l ker (T)y, which com-

pletes the proof.

In general there are two kinds of points in K—those in N and

those not in N. From the previous proposition, separating a point of

G~N (set difference) from e by a finite dimensional element of G is

the task of the family J. However, separating a point in N from e is

possible precisely when it can be accomplished by an element of Ñt.

This follows from Proposition 2.4 together with the fact that for each

LEÑ the elements of 9TCl restrict on N to multiples of P.
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Definition 2.5. The set Ñf is separating if Hlgn, ker (L)=[e\.

Note that if Ñf is separating then NE [MAP]. As a consequence of

the preceding we have our main result:

Theorem 2.6. Let G and N be as in Mackeys Theorem. Then the

following are equivalent :

(i) G£[MAP].
(ii) fWker(r)={e}.
(iii) fires ker(T) ÇN and Ñf is separating.

Let £ be a subset of Ñ¡ which is also a union of orbits. Let

í£ = U¿e£ ffjE and define £ to be separating by making the obvious

changes in the corresponding definition of Ñf. Clearly, Ñf is separat-

ing if and only if £ is separating for some £ as above.

Corollary 1. 7re the theorem, 3 may be replaced by ïïz and Ñf by £

for £ as above.

Corollary 2. If G/NE [MAP], then G£ [MAP] if and only if Ñf
is separating.

Proof. If 7 denotes the identity element of Ñ, then in this case

fW, ker (T) = N so that ÍW ker (T) QN automatically.

3. Compact extensions of abelian groups. Throughout this section

we will consider the class of separable locally compact groups G

having a closed normal abelian subgroup A (depending on G) for

which G/j4 is compact. Denote this collection by [CA]. Observe that

for given G in [CA], A need not be unique. Recall that abelian

groups are type I.

Lemma 3.1. If GE [CA] then A is regularly embedded in G.

Proof. Since the action of G on Â is constant on the cosets of A, we

obtain the transformation group G/A X Â—+A, where A is locally

compact Hausdorff and G/N is compact. It follows that the orbit

space A/G is itself Hausdorff.

Hence, we may apply all of the preceding results to the groups in

[CA].
Notation. Let [Z ] = those G in [CA ] for which A may be chosen to

be the center of G. [FZ ] = the set of separable locally compact

groups G having a normal subgroup N oí finite index such that

NE[Z].
Clearly, [FZ]Ç [CA]. The collection [Z] (without the separability

assumption) has been studied in great detail by S. Grosser and M.

Moskowitz who call them central groups (see [3] and [4]).
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Let us define 77=nxeÂ77x which is a closed normal subgroup of G

containing A (depending on the choice of .4) and S= \xEA:Hx is

open}.

Lemma 3.2. (i) 77 is the centralizer of A in G. (ii) 77£ [Z ].

Proof, (i) This follows from the fact that the points of A are

separated by the characters in A.

(ii) By (i), A is contained in the center of 77 where 77/^4 is neces-

sarily compact.

Theorem 3.3. Let G£ [CA]. Then:

(i) GE[Z] if and only if for some A we have H = G, i.e. HX = G for

allxEzA.
(ii) G £ [FZ ] if and only if for some A, H is open.

(iii) G£ [FDR] if and only if for any A, Hx is open for all x£^4-
(iv) G£ [MAP] if and only if for any A, fixes ker (x) = {e ).

We therefore have the following chain of inclusions.

[Z] Ç [FZ] Ç [FDR] n[CA] Ç [MAP] O [CA] Ç [CAj.

The second inclusion follows from Theorem 1.3. It can be seen from

specific examples that all of these inclusions (with the possible excep-

tion of the second) are proper. To complete the picture, we define

[FA] to be the set of G in [CA] for which G/A is finite for some A.

Clearly, [FA]Ç [FZ]. The significance of the collection [FA] is that

the dual elements of such a group are bounded in degree (this is an

unpublished result of C. C. Moore). It may also be seen to be a

consequence of Mackey's Theorem. Finally, it is worth noting that

the forward implication of part (iv) of Theorem 3.3 (together with

Lemma 3.2(i)) implies Theorem 6 of [lO] for the particular case of a

[CA]-group.

As a particular example, let A be a direct sum of countably many

copies of the integers Z with the discrete topology, Q a direct product

of countably many copies of the cyclic group 7^= jl, — 1} of order

two with the product topology and G the semidirect product A ■ Q

with the product topology and the group operation given by

(a, q)(b, r) = (a + qb, qr),        a, b £ A, q, r E Q,

where qb = (q¡bi). This example is due to Murakami [8] and is a

[CA]-group. The dual A is equal to a product of the circle group T

(of complex numbers of modulus 1) with itself countably many

times [5, p. 365]. Hence, an element of A is of the form xu where

/ = (/<), UET, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and Xl(a) = IL-i *?. a = (at)EA. Note
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that this product is finite. Let x< °e a nonidentity element of A, i.e.

liJ^O, some i, and Ht the corresponding stability subgroup. Let y EG

and suppose y=(b, q). Then xï(a) =:Xt(qa)=xqi(a), aEA, where

qt = (qiti).

Proposition 3.4. For all IEÂ, Ht= {(a, q) EG:aEA and g< is ar-
bitrary if ti = \ or — 1, g j = 1 otherwise}.

The group G does not belong to [FDR]; in fact, if for each j we

let i,=a=cos (1)+î sin (1), then Ht=A for t = (t,), which is not

open. However, if we fix; and let t'=(l, ■ ■ ■ , 1, a, 1, • • •) (with

a in thejth position), then

H,i= A-(FX ■ ■ ■ XFX {l} XFX • ■ ■)     ({l} inthe/thposition),

which has index two and is open. Furthermore, if x¿ = X¡' then

Xj(a)=oca>, aEA, where aa> = l if and only if a, = 0. Hence, ker (x;)

= {aEA:aj = 0} and 0,1 x ker (Xi) = {o}. Therefore, G G [MAP]
~[FDR] (Theorem 3.1 (iv)).
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